EXPERTS IN AUTOMATION

AUTOMATION IS THE ANSWER
If your IT environment is like most these days, you’re running lean,
stretched to the limit and exhaustedly watching your responsibilities
increase as headcount shrinks. Jobs are being consolidated so you’re asked
to undertake more, squeezed by the pressure to drive significant business
value while making sure the day-to-day, keep-the-lights-on operational
tasks are covered. What is a busy IT professional to do?
Automation is the answer. Consider what it could mean for you:

Relieve your brain of the mundane. Your mind was made for better things
than manual, predictable, repeatable tasks. Automation gets you out of the
process micromanaging business by building systemized management and
deployment capabilities around routine procedures like application
pushes, server imaging, workstation management and more.
Do more in less time. Automation lightens the tedious task burden and
substantially boosts your productivity so you can accomplish a heck of a lot
more in a short amount of time like the IT hero you are.
Achieve better work-life balance. Naturally, some tasks have to take place
outside of business hours. But why take up more of your post-five o’clock
time than you must? Automation could be the key to faster off-hours task
completion and more sleep at night.
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LET’S BRING YOUR AUTOMATION VISION TO LIFE
Model Technology Solutions exists to help organizations realize the power of automation, and we
would be pleased to partner with you in the right capacity to get you where you want to be.

CONSULTING: FOR PROJECT PARTNERSHIP
Perhaps time is not on your side. Or maybe you’re undertaking a unique project and need a deeper level of
expertise. Model’s consulting services have you covered with expertise in technologies like OS deployment
automation, System Center, Azure automation, Enterprise Mobility Suite, client and datacenter automation
and more. We also offer specialized consulting solutions such as:
•

Windows 10: Ready or not, Windows 10 is where it’s at and going to be for the foreseeable future. We
can help you get equipped, get educated, and get it going.

•

Server provisioning: Enable bare metal server provisioning into your Hyper-V environment like it’s your
job (because it is).

•

Automated patching: Brilliantly unite your patching processes and System Center Configuration
Manager (SCCM) environment with Model’s custom PowerShell runbooks and database to automate all
aspects of server patching.

MANAGED SERVICES: FOR ONGOING EXPERTISE
Your needs may extend beyond the life of a project to include ongoing management that’s best handled by
specialists. Model’s managed services division exists to fill this need. We provide consultative-level support
rather than service desk-level support, which means you get someone with real life consulting experience
rather than someone who is working off of a script. Our experts in technologies like SCCM and DSC
implement best practices to produce a healthy and predictable environment, which frees your team up to
focus on the bigger picture items and allows you to meet desired service level agreements and objectives.
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THE MODEL DIFFERENCE
Model Technology Solutions’ experts in automation are laser-focused on helping businesses realize
the transformative power of IT automation. In consulting and managed services engagements, our
solution engineers delve deeply to understand the unique nuances of each environment and build
long-term partnerships so Model can walk alongside our customers as they grow in technology. Model
values transparency, cultivating a knowledgeable automation technology community, and delivering
the right solutions at the right time.

Our experts in automation have unparalleled depth of knowledge in the following technical areas:
•

Windows 10

•

Hyper-V

•

VMM

•

Azure automation / OMS

•

SCOM

•

Azure tenant configuration

•

SCCM

•

EMS

•

Orchestrator / SMA

•

Desktop deployment

For more information, contact us at sales@model-technology.com
or visit www.model-technology.com.
Microsoft vouchers are accepted.
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